
SAKE

720 ML

JUNMAI DAIGINJO

DASSAI BEYOND - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - YAMAGUCHI     1300
An Experience bringing both body and elegance to their pinnacle. 

On the nose, it evokes perfume and �loral water. In the mouth, sweet notes of sloe, 
rhubarb, wild rose, honey… which evaporate and then return 

forcefully for a sublime �inale.

BORN - DREAMS COME TRUE - JUNMAI DAI GINJO - FUKUI     699
Massive aroma and �lavorful personality are kept partially subdued with 

a sinfullysilky mouthfeel, interesting, cleanly cut �inish, despite the richness.

TENTAKA SHUZO - SILENT STREAM - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - KANTO     320
Medium bodied with �lavors of honeydew, pear and fresh cut hay ampli�ied 

by vibrant acidity. The �inish has an enjoyable dusty character 
with clean anise - like �lavors.

WATARI BUNE - LIQUID GOLD - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - IBARAKI      230
Overall lively and bright, fruity with some funky aromas and �lavors,

melon on palate, bright white peach in �inish.

HEAVEN SAKE - DASSAI- JUNMAI DAIGINJO - MIYAGI     235
Creamy �lavors of sweet rice, honeycomb, nougat, white raisin, 

and crème brûlée �lavors, smooth as velvet with earthy elements 
that balance and expand forth creamy �lavors 

TAKATEJIN - SOUL OF THE SENSEI - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - SHIZUOKA    140
Aromas of clean honeydew rind and grainy riceSoft and rich tightness
And structure. The �inish is dry with white pepper and jasmine notes.

GINGA SHIZUKU - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - YAMAGATA     210
Refreshing and pure with notes of pineapple, white peach, green apple,

Lily and a hint of white pepper.

DASSAI 45 - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - YAMAGUCHI     145
Sweet aromas including grape juice, cotton candy, and a hint of lemonade.

DASSAI 23 - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - YAMAGUCHI     300
Irresistibly elegant �lowery bouquet, with a soft, delicate honey like sweetness.

AKASHI TAI - JUNMAI DAIGINJO GENSHU - HYOGO     145
Luxurious aromatic medium bod.
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*Vintages may vary.



SAKE

720 ML

JUNMAI GINJO

MYSTERY - MABORISHI - JUNMAI GINJO GENSHU - HYOGO     165
This competition level junmai daiginjo shows great elegance

And �inesse, soft, and light on the palate, with concentrated candied fruit.

WATARI BUNE - THE 55 - JUNMAI GINJO - IBARAKI     115
Overall lively and bright, fruity with some funky aromas and �lavors,

melon on palate, bright white peach in �inish.

KIKUSUI - CHRYSATEMUM WATER - JUNMAI GINJO - NIIGATA     110
Fresh cantaloupe and banana, the right amount of body

and a comfortable dryness.

FUKUSHU - MOON ON WATER - JUNAMI GINJO - HIROSHIMA     125
A fruity nose of lime and melon with bold hints of fennel,

white pepper and allspice.

SHICHI HON YARI - SEVEN SPEARSMEN - JUNMAI - SHIGA     115
Dried mushroom on the nose, viscous and creamy in weight and texture,

bright grapefruit notes on palate, crisp �inish.

JOTO - JUNMAI NIGORI - HIROSHIMA     75
Joto Nigori is a junmai, which lends a dry, earthy balance to the milky,

coconutty fruit notes that are typical of the nigori style.

TENSEI - ENDLESS SUMMER - TOKUBETSU HONJOZO - KANAGAWA     105
Bright and fresh sake with a salted melon �inish.

LARGE FORMAT 1.8 L

DASSAI 45 - JUNMAI - YAMAGUCHI     250
sweet aromas including grape juice, cotton candy, and a hint of lemonade.

DASSAI 23 - JUNMAI DAIGINJO - YAMAGUCHI     600
Irresistibly elegant �lowery bouquet, with a soft, delicate honey like sweetness.

SOCHU

CHIYONOSONO SAKE 8000 GENERATIONS - RICE SOCHU              14.00
RIHEI - GINGER SOCHU                                                        15.00
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*Vintages may vary.




